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Abstract—Artificial creatures need an intelligent behavior
selection method to be used as an intermediate interface for
natural interaction with users. For this purpose, the mechanisms
of thought were proposed based on the probability and the
degree of consideration. However, they were time-consuming
when applying to an intelligent artificial creature with large
numbers of wills, contexts and behaviors. Moreover, since the
context-based evaluation only considers the behaviors short-listed
by the will-based evaluation, some generated behaviors are inappropriate over the perceived contexts. To solve these problems,
this paper proposes a novel behavior selection method for the
intelligent artificial creatures using the degree of considerationbased mechanism of thought (DoC-MoT). The behaviors are
short-listed by current dominant wills and perceived contexts
and then they are globally evaluated by the fuzzy integral of the
partial evaluation values of behaviors over artificial creature’s
wills and external contexts, with respect to the fuzzy measure
values representing its degrees of consideration. The effectiveness
of the proposed behavior selection method is demonstrated by
experiments carried out with a synthetic character “DD” in the
3D virtual environment. The results show that the generated
behaviors were appropriate both to the current wills and the
perceived contexts. Moreover, the computation time to select a
behavior was decreased in the proposed method than the behavior
selection methods using the probability-based MoT and DoCMoT without the behavior short-listing.
Index Terms—Artificial creature, the mechanism of thought,
behavior selection, fuzzy measure, fuzzy integral, multiple criteria
decision making (MCDM)

I. I NTRODUCTION
To give comfort to a user, an artificial creature should
behave as the user expects. Therefore, the generated behaviors
from the artificial creature should be the ones from the humanlike mechanism of thought which considers both its internal
wills and external contexts. In this regard, there has been research on behavior selection methods using control architecture
organized by four modules, perception, motivation, behavior
and actuator modules [1]-[9]. The perception and motivation
modules generate the context and desire, respectively. Then,
a behavior among either the deliberative behaviors satisfying
one’s desire and the current circumstance or the reflexive
behaviors considering the emergent circumstances is selected
in the behavior module and it is generated through the actuator
module.
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Using the confabulation theory that explains the information
processing in the human brain, a two-layered confabulation
architecture was proposed for behavior selection [10], [11].
A set of connected neurons represents various symbols, i.e.
will, context and behavior symbols, and the pairs of cooccuring symbols are connected by knowledge links. For
example, “will to have comradeship,” one of the will symbols,
is strongly linked to “following behavior” symbol. Based on
the knowledge link strengths between the perceived will or
context symbols and behavior symbols, which are represented
by conditional probabilities, an adequate behavior is selected
through Bayesian and cogent confabulation. Therefore, it is
called a probability-based mechanism of thought (P-MoT).
However, the mechanism of the human thought is not based
only on crisp numbers, such as the conditional probabilities.
The personal biases, based on psychological and cognitive
aspects of the human personality, also have a dominant effect
on the human thought process. Therefore, the new model
of mechanism of thought, the degree of consideration-based
mechanism of thought (DoC-MoT), was proposed [12]. In
DoC-MoT, the effect of each input symbol, i.e. will and
context symbols, on behavior selection is different depending
on one’s degrees of consideration (DoCs) for them, which are
represented by the fuzzy measure values. Considering both the
DoCs and knowledge link strengths, the most proper behavior
is selected by employing the fuzzy integral. The fuzzy integral
is one of the well-known aggregation methods for multicriteria decision making and it can also reflect the redundancy
(negative interaction) or synergy (positive interaction) effects
between criteria, i.e. wills and contexts [13].
In applying the DoC-MoT for the behavior selection to an
artificial creature with large numbers of wills, contexts and
behaviors, it is time-consuming to evaluate all the behaviors by
the fuzzy integral. Moreover, The context-based evaluation was
performed only on the selected behaviors by will-based evaluation in the previously proposed behavior selection methods. In
the worst case, the finally selected behavior is irrelevant to the
current perceived contexts. In this paper, an effective behavior
selection method for an intelligent artificial creature using
the DoC-MoT is proposed to solve the two issues mentioned
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TABLE I
I NTERACTION D EGREE I NDEXES AND F UZZY M EASURE P ROPERTY.
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g(A ∪ B) < g(A) + g(B)
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Independent
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..
−1

.
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Positive correlation
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Fuzzy measure property
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above, i.e. the computation time for the behavior selection
and the inappropriate behaviors over perceived contexts. The
effectiveness of the proposed behavior selection method is
demonstrated by the experiments carried out with a synthetic
character “DD” in a 3D virtual environment, which has a form
of a human.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly describes the DoC-MoT. Section III proposes a behavior selection method for an intelligent artificial creature using the
DoC-MoT. Section IV presents the experimental results to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The
concluding remarks follow in Section V.
II. D O C-M OT
The basic concept of the DoC-MoT follows the confabulation theory which explains how the brain functions [11]. The
human brain is composed of approximately 100 billion neurons
and the sets of adjacent neurons represent various symbols,
such as “sweet,” “red,” as input symbols and “apple” as a
target symbol, etc. If two symbols among them, e.g. ‘sweet”
and “apple” or “red” and “apple”, form a link, it represents the
knowledge about the perceived entities, e.g. the “likeliness” of
an “apple” to be “sweet” or the “likeliness” of an “apple” to be
“red.” Therefore, the link between them is called a knowledge
link and the strength of the knowledge link describes his or
her degree of belief about the target symbol. The cognitive
information-processing is accomplished by selecting the most
excited target symbol by the perceived input symbols, which
can be calculated by some sort of summation of the knowledge
link strengths between the input and target symbols.
In the DoC-MoT, the total input excitation I(z) of target
symbol z over the input symbols X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }, where
n is the number of input symbols, is calculated by a Choquet
fuzzy integral as follows:
I(z) =

n
∑

g(Ai ){h(xi ) − h(xi−1 )},

(1)

i=1

where the input symbol set X is sorted so that h(xi ) ≥
h(xi+1 ), i = {1, . . . , n − 1}, h(x0 ) = 0, h(xi ) is the partial
evaluation value of the target symbol z over the ith input
symbol xi , Ai = {xi , xi+1 . . . , xn } is the subset of X and
g(Ai ) is the fuzzy measure value of Ai . Note that the total
input excitation of z also represents the evaluation value of z
to be a conclusion of the information-processing.
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Overall architecture for behavior selection.

To calculate the fuzzy measure values of the subsets of input
symbols, which represent the DoCs for the input symbols, the
following Sugeno λ-fuzzy measure is employed:
g(A ∪ B) = g(A) + g(B) + λg(A)g(B),

(2)

where g(A) and g(B), A, B ⊂ X represents the degree
of importance of the subsets A and B, respectively, and
λ ∈ [−1, +∞] denotes an interacting degree index. If the
two subsets A and B have negative (positive) correlation,
(2) becomes a plausible (belief) measure and λ is a positive
(negative) value so that g(A ∪ B) < g(A) + g(B) (g(A ∪ B) >
g(A) + g(B)). If the two subsets are independent, (2) becomes
a probability measure and the value of λ is zero so that
g(A ∪ B) = g(A) + g(B). An another interaction degree index
ξ is employed to efficiently calculate the fuzzy measures and
it is scaled to be in [0, 1]. The relationship between the two
different interaction degree indexes and corresponding fuzzy
measure properties are illustrated in Table I.
III. B EHAVIOR S ELECTION M ETHOD
In this section, the behavior selection method using the
DoC-MoT is described. As shown in Fig. 1, the overall architecture of the proposed method is composed of 11 modules,
i.e. sensor, perception, internal state, context, behavior shortlisting, behavior selection, reflexive behavior, actuator, learning, memory and user command modules. In the following,
the key modules for behavior selection, namely internal state,
context, behavior short-listing and behavior selection modules,
are described. The assumed fact symbols on will and context
and the target symbols on behavior of an intelligent artificial
creature “DD”, which were used in the simulation in Section
IV, are also defined in this section.
A. Internal State Module
The internal state module deals with the assumed fact
symbols on will and their strengths of them. Since the human
needs are categorized into five levels, i.e. physiological, safety,
love and belonging, esteem and self-actualization needs, 15
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TABLE II
M ASLOW ’ S F IVE H UMAN N EEDS AND A SSUMED FACT S YMBOLS ON
W ILL .
Maslow’s human need

Assumed fact symbol

Physiological needs

Fatigue (w1 ), Hunger (w2 )
Thirst (w3 ), Excretion (w4 )

Safety needs

Safety (w5 ), Dirt (w6 ), Exercise (w7 )

Love and belonging needs

Comrade (w8 ), Express (w9 ), Play (w10 )

Esteem needs

Decorate (w11 ), Pride (w12 )
Study (w13 ), Wealth (w14 )

Self-actualization needs

Self-actualization (w15 )

TABLE IV
TARGET S YMBOLS ON B EHAVIOR .
b1 Sit
b2 Eat cheerfully
b3 Eat slowly
b4 Drink
b5 Excrete
b6 Urine
b7 Sleep
b8 Nap
b9 Scratch fast
b10 Scratch slowly
b11 Wash quickly
b12 Wash slowly
b13 Close the door
b14 Put on
b15 Watch TV
b16 Play chess hard
b17 Play chess roughly
b18 Listen to the radio
b19 Call
b20 Exercise cheerfully
b21 Exercise normal
b22 Exercise roughly
b23 Read hard
b24 Read roughly
b25 Write hard
b26 Write roughly
b27 Work hard
b28 Work normal
b29 Raise flowers
b30 Clean hard

TABLE III
A SSUMED FACT S YMBOLS ON C ONTEXT.
Classification

Assumed fact

Time

Morning (c1 ), Afternoon (c2 )
Evening (c3 ), Night (c4 )

Place

Livingroom (c5 ), Bedroom (c6 )
Kitchen (c7 ), Restroom (c8 )

Object

Sofa (c9 ), TV - Document (c10 )
TV - Entertainment (c11 ), Livingroom table (c12 )
Chess table (c13 ), Chess chair (c14 ), Phone (c15 )
Door (c16 ), Flower (c17 ), Bed (c18 ), Clothes (c19 )
Dress (c20 ), Book (c21 ), Diary (c22 )
Bedroom Chair (c23 ), Radio (c24 ), Mirror (c25 )
Food (c26 ), Water (c27 ), Kitchen chair (c28 )
Comrade (c29 ), Close stool (c30 ), Basin (c31 )

assumed fact symbols on will are defined, as shown in Table
II [14]. At time t, the will strength Ψj (t) of the jth will wj ,
j = 1, 2, . . . , n, where n is the number of wills, is updated by
the following equation.
Ψj (t + 1) = Ψj (t) + αj (Ψj − Ψj (t)) + S T · Wj (t) + δij (t),
(3)
where αj is the difference gain, Ψj is the steady-state value,
S is the stimulus vector, Wj is the strength vector between
stimulus and the jth will and δij (t) is the amount of change of
the jth will strength caused by the previous ith behavior. If the
previous ith behavior affects positively on the jth will, δij (t) is
a positive value. If the previous ith behavior affects negatively
on the jth will, δij (t) is a negative value. The calculated
current will strengths are scaled to be in [0, 1] and they are used
in the behavior short-listing and behavior selection modules.
B. Context Module
In the context module, 31 assumed fact symbols for “time”,
“place” and “object” are defined, as shown in Table III. In each
category, only one assumed fact symbol is perceived as context.
Therefore, three of the assumed fact symbols are perceived as
context at each time.

Clean normal
Clean roughly
Make up
Wave hand strongly
Wave hand softly
Shake hand strongly
Shake hand softly
Bow
Talk
Sermon loudly
Sermon softly
Shout
Hit strongly
Hit softly
Kick strongly
Kick loudly
Sing loudly
Sing softly
Look at somebody
Follow someone closely
Follow someone slowly
Observe
Mumble
Look around
Move cheerfully
Move normal
Move slowly
Meditate
Pray cheerfully
Pray normal

are short-listed before a will-based evaluation and a contextbased evaluation. The possibility of each behavior is decided
by the two behavior short-listing functions over the wills and
contexts. The short-listing function F w (bi ) of the ith behavior
bi over wills is derived as follows:
{ ∑
n
w
1
w
j=1 Fj (bi ) ≥ 1
F (bi ) =
(4)
0 else
with
Fjw (bi )

{
1 hw
ij > α1 , Ψj (t) > β
=
0 else

(5)

where α1 ∈ [0, 1] and β ∈ [0, 1] are constants, hw
ij ∈ [0, 1]
is the partial evaluation value of the ith behavior bi over the
jth will wj and Fjw (bi ) is the short-listing function of the ith
behavior over the jth will.
The short-listing function F c (bi ) of the ith behavior bi over
contexts is derived as follows:
{
1 Π3j=1 Fjc (bi ) = 1
c
F (bi ) =
(6)
0 else
with
Fjc (bi )

C. Behavior Short-listing Module
As shown in Table IV, 60 target symbols on behavior are
used in the behavior short-listing module. In this module, the
behaviors having strong possibility of being finally selected

b31
b32
b33
b34
b35
b36
b37
b38
b39
b40
b41
b42
b43
b44
b45
b46
b47
b48
b49
b50
b51
b52
b53
b54
b55
b56
b57
b58
b59
b60

{
1 hcij > α2
=
0 else

(7)

where α2 ∈ [0, 1] is a constant, hcij ∈ [0, 1] is the partial
evaluation value of the ith behavior bi over the perceived jth
context cj and Fjc (bi ) is the short-listing function of the ith
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TABLE V
N ORMALIZED W EIGHTS OF S IX D IFFERENT DD S .

dw
1
dw
2
w
d3
w
d4
dw
5
dw
6
dw
7
w
d8
w
d9
dw
10
dw
11
w
d12
dw
13
dw
14
dw
15

DD1

DD2

DD3

DD4

DD5

DD6

0.067
0.067
0.067
0.067
0.067
0.067
0.067
0.067
0.067
0.067
0.067
0.067
0.067
0.067
0.067

0.122
0.122
0.122
0.122
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.094
0.041
0.041
0.041
0.041
0.041
0.041

0.048
0.048
0.048
0.048
0.143
0.143
0.143
0.048
0.048
0.048
0.048
0.048
0.048
0.048
0.048

0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.130
0.130
0.130
0.130
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043

0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.043
0.130
0.130
0.130
0.130
0.043

0.059
0.059
0.059
0.059
0.059
0.059
0.059
0.059
0.059
0.059
0.059
0.059
0.059
0.059
0.176

safety-first, sociable, self-respect and self-actualizing DDs, the
weights of wills related to the physiological, safety, love and
belongings, esteem and self-actualization needs, respectively,
are three times larger than those of the other wills.
ii) Interaction degrees between will symbols
To build a hierarchy diagram of will symbols, the interaction
degrees between will symbols should be given based on the
correlation between them. If the ith will wi and the jth will
wj have negative correlation, the interaction degree between
them ξij has a value between 0 and 0.5. If they have positive
correlation, the interaction degree ξij has a value between 0.5
and 1. Otherwise, they are independent and the interaction
degree ξij has a value of 0.5.

DD1: Normal DD, DD2: Unconditioned DD
DD3: Safety-first DD, DD4: Sociable DD
DD5: Self-respect DD, DD6: Self-acutualizing DD

behavior over the jth context. The final short-listing function
F (bi ) of the ith behavior is derived as follows:
F (bi ) = F w (bi )F c (bi ).

(8)

Note that if the ith behavior bi is strongly related to one of
the dominant wills and all of the perceived contexts, F (bi )
has a value of 1 and then, it is recommended to the behavior
selection module. The number of recommended behaviors can
be more than one. If none of behaviors is selected by the shortlisting, all the behaviors are recommended to the behavior
selection module.
D. Behavior Selection Module
The short-listed behaviors from the behavior short-listing
module are deliberatively evaluated by the fuzzy integral in
the behavior selection module. The evaluation of behaviors
is divided in two steps, namely will-based evaluation and
context-based evaluation. The will-based evaluation value of
each behavior is calculated by the fuzzy integral with respect
to the fuzzy measure values of will sets, current will strengths
and the partial evaluation values of behaviors over wills. In
the same manner, the context-based evaluation value of each
behavior is calculated by the fuzzy integral with respect to the
fuzzy measure values of context sets, perceived contexts and
the partial evaluation values of behaviors over contexts. The
following describes in detail the procedure for the behavior
selection process.
1) Fuzzy Measure Identification of Will Set: In this paper,
ϕs transformation method is employed for an efficient fuzzy
measure identification [15].
i) Normalized weights of will symbols
The normalized weight dw
i of the ith will wi represents
the importance of wi . To create six different DDs, six sets of
normalized weights are given in Table V. For a normal DD, all
the will symbols have the same importance. For unconditioned,

iii) Hierarchy diagram of will symbols
As shown in Fig. 2, the hierarchy diagram of will symbols
represents hierarchical interaction relations among will symbols. The hierarchy diagram is achieved by merging closelyrelated symbols until all groups are merged. To decide which
groups should be merged, the dissimilarity D{Gp ,Gq } between
two clusters Gp and Gq , is calculated as follows:
∑
w
w
2
Gr ∈Φ,Gr ̸=Gp ,Gr ̸=Gq [ξ{Gp ,Gr } − ξ{Gq ,Gr } ]
,
D{Gp ,Gq } =
|Φ| − 2
(9)
where Φ is a set of all clusters, Gp , Gq , Gr ∈ Φ are clusters,
w
ξ{G
is the interaction degree between two will clusters Gi
i ,Gj }
and Gj and |Φ| is the number of symbols of Φ. Note that each
cluster corresponds to one of will symbols in the beginning.
w
The interaction degree ξ{G
between two clusters Gp and
p ,Gq }
Gq is calculated as follows:
∑
w
(i,j)∈(E(Gp )×E(Gq )) ξij
w
ξ{Gp ,Gq } =
,
(10)
|E(Gp ) × E(Gq )|
where A × B is the direct sum and E(Gp ) is the function
which picks up all symbols in the set Gp .
iv) Fuzzy measure identification
Using the hierarchy diagram, a fuzzy measure g(A), where
A is the subset of will symbols, is identified as follows:
∑
w
g(A) = ϕs (ξR
,
uR
(11)
P ),
P ⊂R

where R is the root level in the hierarchy diagram, ϕs is a
scaling function [16] and uP
Q is defined as follows:


if ξ = 1 and u > 0

1,



if ξ = 1 and u = 0
0,
(12)
ϕs (ξ, u) = 1,
if ξ = 0 and u = 1



0,
if ξ = 0 and u < 1



 su −1 , other cases
s−1

w
if |Q| = 1 and i ∈ A
 di , where i ∈ Q
P
0
if |Q| = 1 and i ∈
/A
uQ =
∑

Q
w
w
P
ϕ−1
s (ξP , ϕs (ξQ ,
V ⊂Q uV ) × TQ ) other cases
(13)
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Hierachy diagram of will symbols.

where s = (1 − ξ)2 /ξ 2 and the value of ϕ−1
s (ξ, r) is u, which
satisfies ϕs (ξ, u) = r. The conversion ratio TQP from Q to P ,
is computed as
∑
ϕs (ξPw , i∈Q dw
i )
P
∑
TQ =
(14)
w) ,
w,
d
ϕs (ξQ
i∈Q i
where P is the upper level set and Q is the lower level set in
the hierarchy diagram.
2) Fuzzy Measure Identification of Context Set: The fuzzy
measure value of context set is computed by the same manner
as that of will set, which uses the ϕs transformation method.
3) Global Evaluation of Behaviors over Wills: The global
evaluation value Ew (bi ) of the ith behavior bi , i = 1, 2, . . . , p,
where p is the number of behaviors, is calculated by the
Choquet fuzzy integral as follows:
∫
Ew (bi ) =
h◦g
Xw
n
∑

Fig. 3.

Screenshot of DD in the 3D virtual world.

· Ωj−1 (t)}g(A ), (15)

where Ac is the subset of context symbols, g(Ac ) is a fuzzy
measure value of Ac and cj is the perceived context.

where Aw is the subset of will symbols and g(Aw ) is a fuzzy
measure value of Aw , identified by (11).

5) Behavior Selection: The fittest behavior is determined
by the global evaluation of behaviors over current wills and
external contexts as follow [10]:

=

{hw
ij

· Ωj (t) −

hw
i(j−1)

w

j=1

4) Global Evaluation of Behaviors over Contexts: After
global evaluation of behaviors over wills, some behaviors
which have higher evaluation values are re-evaluated by a
global evaluation over contexts. The global evaluation value
Ec (bri ) of the ith recommended behavior bri , i = 1, 2, . . . , l,
where l is the number of the recommended behaviors, is
computed as follows:
∫
ma
∑
Ec (bri ) = h ◦ g =
(hcij − hci(j−1) )g(Ac ),
(16)
Xc

j=1

Ea (bs ) = max[Ew (brj )Ec (brj )], j = 1, 2, . . . , l,
j

(17)

where bs is the selected behavior which has the highest global
evaluation value.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
To show the effectiveness of the behavior selection method
using the DoC-MoT with the behavior short-listing, experiments were carried out with a synthetic character “DD” in
the 3D virtual environment, as shown in Fig. 3. For a DD,
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TABLE VII
T HE I NAPPROPRIATE B EHAVIOR F REQUENCIES OVER D OMINANT W ILLS

Dominant
wills

P-MoT

DoC-MoT without
behavior
short-listing

DoC-MoT with
behavior
short-listing

0.0 ± 0.0

0.0 ± 0.0

0.0 ± 0.0

TABLE IX
T HE C OMPUTATION T IME FOR B EHAVIOR S ELECTION

{15, 31, 60}
{30, 50, 100}
{60, 100, 500}

TABLE VIII
T HE I NAPPROPRIATE B EHAVIOR F REQUENCIES OVER P ERCEIVED
C ONTEXTS

Time
Place
Object

P-MoT

DoC-MoT without
behavior
short-listing

DoC-MoT with
behavior
short-listing

0.4 ± 0.1
40.1 ± 1.4
82.7 ± 1.0

7.0 ± 0.4
37.6 ± 0.9
51.1 ± 0.7

0.0 ± 0.0
0.0 ± 0.0
0.0 ± 0.0

P-MoT

DoC-MoT
without behavior
short-listing

DoC-MoT with
behavior
short-listing

0.5 ms
1.9 ms
24.5 ms

0.6 ms
11.4 ms
196.9 ms

0.4 ms
1.5 ms
12.1 ms

{n, m, p} : the numbers of wills, contexts and behaviors
are n, m and p, respectively

the numbers of wills, contexts and behaviors were 15, 31 and
60, respectively, as defined in Tables II, III and IV. The mean
and standard deviation of behavior generation frequency were
calculated from 10 sets of the experiment results gathered
for one hour, which is the same as one day in the virtual
world. The behavior was selected in every 2.5s, and therefore
the number of total generated behaviors were 1,440. The
performances of the proposed method, i.e. the number of
inappropriate behaviors over dominant wills and perceived
contexts and the computation time for behavior selection, were
compared with the behavior selection methods using the PMoT [10] and the DoC-MoT without the behavior short-listing
[12]. Note that the partial evaluation values of behaviors were
pre-given by an expert.
A. Experiment 1: Six DDs with different characteristics
With the normalized weights of wills in Table V, six
different DDs, i.e. normal, unconditioned, safety-first, sociable,
self-respect and self-actualizing DDs, were created. Table VI
shows the means and standard deviations of the behavior
generation frequencies for the six DDs. For unconditioned
DD, the weights of wills related to physiological needs were
three times larger than those of the other wills. Therefore, the
number of generated behaviors related to physiological needs
was larger than that of other DDs. In the same manner, the
generated behaviors were consistent with their characteristics
for the other DDs. Note that the sum of the behavior generation
frequencies for a DD was not 100%, since some behaviors
could belong to two needs, e.g. “talking behavior” was related
to both love and beloning needs and esteem needs.
B. Experiment 2: Inappropriate behaviors over dominant wills
and perceived contexts
The mean and standard deviation of the generation frequency for inappropriate behaviors over dominant wills were
compared among the behavior selection methods using the PMoT, the DoC-MoT without the behavior short-listing and the
DoC-MoT with the behavior short-listing, as shown in Table
VII. In all methods, the generated behaviors were proper to its

dominant wills, since the appropriate behaviors to the current
dominant wills were pre-selected by the will-based evaluation
in the first two methods and by the behavior short-listing in
the third method.
The mean and standard deviation of the generation frequency for inappropriate behaviors over perceived contexts
were compared among the the three behavior selection methods, as shown in Table VIII. In the behavior selection method
using the P-MoT, the means of inappropriate behavior frequencies over time, place and object were 0.4%, 40.1% and
82.7%, respectively. Using the DOC-MoT without the behavior
short-listing, the means of inappropriate behavior frequencies
over time, place and object were 7.0%, 37.6% and 51.1%,
respectively. However, using the DoC-MoT with the behavior
short-listing, the inappropriate behaviors were not generated.
By performing a behavior short-listing process, the generated
behaviors were appropriate both to the current wills and the
perceived contexts.
C. Experiment 3: Computation time for behavior selection
As shown in Table IX, the computation time was compared
among the behavior selection methods using the P-MoT, the
DoC-MoT without the behavior short-listing and the DoCMoT with the behavior short-listing. The computation time was
shorter significantly in that using the P-MoT than that using
the DoC-MoT without behavior short-listing, since the DoCMoT included calculation of the DoCs and they were used in
the behavior evaluation process. However, by using a behavior
short-listing process, much time was saved and it showed the
best performance among the three behavior selection methods.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposed the behavior selection method for
an intelligent artificial creature with large numbers of wills,
contexts and behaviors. Before evaluating each behavior, the
behaviors were short-listed based on the dominant wills and the
perceived contexts. The short-listed behaviors were evaluated
by the Choquet fuzzy integral of the partial evaluation values
and the DoCs for wills and contexts. The effectiveness of the
proposed method was demonstrated through the experiments
with an artificial creature “DD” in the 3D virtual environment.
The generated behaviors for six different DDs were consistent
with their characteristics. Furthermore, the generated behaviors
were more appropriate to the perceived contexts and the
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TABLE VI
B EHAVIOR G ENERATION F REQUENCIES OF S IX D IFFERENT DD S .
Behaviors related to

Normal DD

Uncondition DD

Safety-first DD

Sociable DD

Self-respect DD

Self-actualizing DD

Physiological needs
Safety needs
Love and belonging needs
Esteem needs
Self-actualization needs

34.94 ± 0.59
25.99 ± 0.53
27.42 ± 0.79
39.29 ± 0.75
6.70 ± 0.20

55.63 ± 0.62
17.70 ± 0.58
17.94 ± 0.76
33.21 ± 0.60
4.45 ± 0.12

26.96 ± 0.36
43.95 ± 0.59
21.82 ± 0.68
28.45 ± 0.53
4.82 ± 0.16

31.52 ± 0.37
22.10 ± 0.40
46.23 ± 0.45
51.21 ± 0.63
3.96 ± 0.07

28.34 ± 0.20
18.88 ± 0.37
32.85 ± 0.59
58.87 ± 0.37
3.37 ± 0.14

32.81
24.52
26.79
35.95
15.11

±
±
±
±
±

0.60
0.69
0.74
0.52
0.30

computation time was much less in comparison to the behavior
selection methods without short-listing.
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